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Introduction
SUNTUF corrugated polycarbonate sheet is an outstanding roofing material that offers 
superior physical properties. It is favored by professionals for noncorrosive structural 
roofing and siding and a multitude of other applications due to its high impact strength 
and wide service temperature range.

SUNTUF represents Palram’s cutting edge polycarbonate corrugation technology and 
the infinite possibilities it opens for architects and designers. With virtually limitless 
corrugation capabilities, the profile design can be used strictly for structural durability 
and drainage. A design based on this type of panel can lower thickness requirements 
and make most fitting accessories redundant. Palram’s experience with architectural 
projects support allows in-depth assistance with design and implementation.

SUNTUF is offered in a multitude of colors and solar properties to suite diverse applications, 
and can also be tailored per project to create optimal climatic conditions within any 
given structure.

Architectural Project Support
In the last two decades, Palram’s project support team has helped specify, adapt, support 
and facilitate architectural challenges around the globe. Among the the team members 
are civil engineers, designers, technical supporters, plastics engineers and more. The team 
offers a bundle of professional services based on accumulated  experience in medium 
and large scale projects, a part of which are displayed here.

Planning Stage Services
 Quick matching of product specification per project
 Adapting plans while preserving the architect’s vision
 Creating specific planning details for architects
 Professional consultation on planning meetings
 Expert advisory on materials and engineering
 Creating conceptual designs for given structures

Implementation Stage Services
 Creating specific installation guides per project
 On-site support in critical construction stages
 Background construction engineering supervision
 Conducting special seminars upon request
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SUNTUF® Main Benefits
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Strength
SUNTUF sheets , manufactured from polycarbonate are virtually unbreakable.
SUNTUF is extremely resistant to impact, hailstones and loads.

Low Weight
Light in weight, SUNTUF sheets are easy to handle and install.

Clarity.
Natural, clear SUNTUF exhibits the clarity of glass, transmitting up to 90% of natural 
light.

Cost Effective
SUNTUF combines low weight and structural strength, which results in a cost effective 
design and allows lighter supporting structure.

Weather resitance
SUNTUF resist wind, hail and extreme temperatures from -50°C to +120°C.
An integrated UV protective layer allows SUNTUF to retain its transparency without 
yellowing over the course of a long lifetime of service.

10 Year Warranty
SUNTUF is warranted to retain its attractive appearance over its long lifetime with minimum 
maintenance.

Protection
SUNTUF does not allow harmful UV radiation to penetrate, and meets the highest 
flammability standards in its field.
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Aviva Stadium (Lansdowne Road) - Dublin, Ireland
Palram was challenged to stretched its capabilities for this project in terms of design, production and logistics. The roofing material 
was characterized by low thickness panels, a requirement met by Palram’s proprietary corrugation technology.
A revolutionary solution was conceived: installation of the corrugated panels perpendicular to the slope, relying on the stadium’s 
unique “wavy” architectural design. This allowed the panels thickness to be decreased by 65%, which made for a cost efficient 
solution that preserved the architect’s vision.

Project Gallery
SUNTUF has been used in a large variety of applications and projects around the world. Some of them are presented below.
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Le Coq Arena Stadium - Tallinn, Estonia
The football stadium was fitted with a new roof during its renovation in 2005. The roof was specified with SUNTUF panels, which 
provided a cost-effective solution due to  their quick installation and low weight. The white opal tinted sheets provide, moderate 
lighting in addition to completely blocking out UV radiation.

Project Gallery (Continued)
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Falkrik Stadium – Scotland
Clear SUNTUF sheets provide rain shelter for the audience while allowing high transmission to diminish shadowing of the playground.

Gas Station - Israel
Clear Blue SUNTUF panels provide partial natural lighting, while blocking harmful UV rays to protect the customers and workers.
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Australian Motors - Australia
The car dealership, located in Wayville, South Australia, covered its outdoor display area with SUNTUF Solar Control panels, which 
helped achieve moderate lighting, UV blocking and reduction of heat buildup for visitors.

Thomas A. Edison School - Columbia
White Opal SUNTUF panels create a pleasant, natural, miderate lighting during daylight hours.

Project Gallery (Continued)
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Public Swimming Pool - Israel
SUNTUF Solar Control panels are ideal for swimming pools in hot climates. They help create a cool and pleasant surroundings by 
reflecting some of the heat-inducing Infra-Red radiation. They also block harmful UV rays, which is crucial for the pool visitors.

Hangar 9, Tel Aviv Harbor - Israel
The hangar is an old industrial warehouse remodeled into a commercial building, home to fashion stores and coffee shops. The 
corrugated metal outer skin was replaced with a matching profile SUNTUF Solar-Ice panels, which made the structure look modern 
and pearlescent using a cost effective, practical solution.
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SUNTUF® Product Range

Product Description

SUNTUF® Corrugated polycarbonate sheet with integrated UV protective layer on one side.

SUNTUF® UV2  Corrugated polycarbonate sheet with integrated UV protective layer on both sides.

SUNTUF® Plus* UV protective layer on the exterior side and anti-condensation treatment applied to the interior side.

SUNTUF® Solar Control*
Transmits selected percentages of daylight (20%, 35%, or 50%) while reflecting and absorbing some of 
the heat-generating Infra-Red radiation.

SUNTUF® Embossed* Embossed or Hair Cell finish on one sides.

SUNTUF® Smart Advanced heat blocking combined with low haze.

*Also available with co-extruded UV protective layer on both sides.

Color Availability

Group Description Colors

Clear
Transmits up to 90% natural daylight, resulting in high 
lighting within the structure.

Transparent

Low haze colors offering high clarity.
Breeze and Smart colors offer advanced heat blocking 
that reduces heat buildup while allowing a clear view 
through the sheet.

Translucent

White Opal: Transmits 24-45% visible light with high 
light dispersion, produces mild and even lighting 
within the structure.
Diffuser: Transmits 85% visible light with complete light 
dispersion, produces diffused and consistent lighting 
within the structure.

Opaque Colors that transmit very little to no light.

White Green Red BrickBlue

Mist Green
Smooth
Cream

White
DiffuserWhite Opal

Solar Control
(Solar Metallic Grey) Solar Ice

Clear

Smart Gray Breeze

Solar Gray Sky BlueBronze
Transparent

Green
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In as much as Palram Industries has no control over the use to which others may put the material, it does not guarantee that the same 
results as those described herein will be obtained. Each user of the material should make his own tests to determine the material’s 
suitability for his own particular use. Statements concerning possible or suggested uses of the materials described herein are not to 
be construed as constituting a license under any Palram Industries patent covering such use or as recommendations for use of such 
materials in the infringement of any patent. Palram Industries or its distributors cannot be held responsible for any losses incurred through 
incorrect installation of the material. In accordance with our company policy of continual product development you are advised to 
check with your local Palram Industries supplier to ensure that you have obtained the most up to date information.

©1997 Palram Industries Ltd.  |  SUNTUF is a registered trademark of Palram Industries Ltd.

All marketing materials and any content therewith provided by palram® are provided solely for the purpose of supporting and enhancing the marketing of Palram® products.
These materials are protected by Palram’s intellectual property rights and may not be used for any other purpose or in connection with the sale of products of any other manufacturer.
These materials may not be transferred to or used by any third party without prior permission of Palram.

02/2015 The data in this publication supersedes previous releases. For the latest update refer to our website: www.palram.com.au

02.2015

PALRAM SA/NT
517A Cross keys Road
Cavan SA 5094
Tel: (08) 8262 2288
Fax: (08) 8262 3388
salessa@palram.com

PALRAM NSW/ACT
1 Cox Place
Glendenning NSW 2761
Tel: (02) 9757 3166
Fax: (02) 9756 1008
salesnsw@palram.com

PALRAM VIC/TAS
34 Buys Court
Derrimut VIC 3030
Tel: (03) 9219 4444
Fax: (03) 9219 4455
salesvic@palram.com

PALRAM QLD
Unit 9C / 380 Bilsen Road
Geebung QLD 4034
Tel: (07) 3172 5581
Fax: (07) 3172 5516
salesqld@palram.com

PALRAM WA
74 Christable Way
Landsdale WA 6065
Tel: (08) 9302 4173
Fax: (08) 9302 5287
saleswa@palram.com

www.palram.com.au


